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1. Timeline of the case

1. 17th Nov 2006 BSkyB acquired 17.9% of ITV shares;

• ITV had had other approaches, notably Virgin Media also in November 2006.

2. 26 Feb 2007, Secretary of State issued intervention notice and referred 

merger to the CC on 24 May 2007;

3. The CC report to the SoS found that the acquisition:

• The acquisition gave BSkyB material influence over ITV;

• Was likely to lead to an SLC;

• Was unlikely to operate against the public interest (media plurality).

4. The Parties appealed to the CAT which:

• Dismissed challenges on material influence, SLC, remedies;

• Allowed Virgin’s challenge on aspects of the public interest test.



2. Competition in broadcasting – market structure



2. Competition in broadcasting

• 2-sided markets

– Different business models;

– Implications for standard analysis (eg SSNIP).

• Product differentiation (vertical and horizontal)

• Competition “for viewers” across a range of 

dimensions:

– Price, quality of programmes, innovation

• Significant technological change



2. Competition in broadcasting – platform shares



3. Main Theories of Harm considered

• Loss of competition in the “all-TV” market

– Possible reduction of the constraint placed on BSkyB by the FTA 

offer via a reduction in ITV’s competitiveness.

• Loss of potential competition 

– Possible elimination of strategies involving ITV strengthening its 

pay-TV offer.

• (Possible effects on advertising and TV news)

– Both coordinated and unilateral effects.



3. Loss of competition in “all-TV” – key findings

• FTA is a constraint on Pay-TV given current market 

outcomes;

• ITV is a key element of FTA offer;

• BSkyB’s “material influence” over ITV is such that it can:

a) Prevent ITV from investing in:

• Content production and commissioning;

• Rights acquisition (including major sports);

• Spectrum capacity.

b) Influence other ITV strategies such as which firms ITV may 

choose to partner with.



4. Remedy options considered

● Set out by CC in remedies notice

– Full divestment

– Partial divestment 

– Supporting measures (eg no Board representation)

● Final proposals by BSkyB 

– Placing all of its voting rights into a voting trust

– Undertaking not to exercise all of its voting rights



4. Partial divestment

● How large does divestment need to be to remedy SLC?   

● Views of the parties:

– BSkyB: 14.9% is (more than) enough

– ITV: 4.9% would ‘reduce its concerns’

– OFT: “De minimis” level (eg 3%) ‘might be acceptable’

● Our approach: divest until there is “no realistic 

prospect” of BSkyB influencing ITV strategy.



4. Conclusion on partial divestment

● For BSkyB to block a special resolution with 7.5% 

would require:

– Effective turnout below 60 per cent

– Another 7.5% of shareholders voting against ITV board

● These were, in our view, the ‘outer realistic limits’ 

● Divestment to 7.5 per cent would remedy SLC, if 

combined with no board representation.



4. Our views on BSkyB's proposals

Risks with voting trust and undertaking not to vote

• Monitoring and enforcement risks

− “Who watches the watchmen?”  

− “Shutting the stable door”

− “What if things go wrong?” 

• Distortion to ITV corporate governance

• BSkyB remains largest owner of shares in ITV



4. Our conclusion on remedies

● Only two remedies would be effective:

– Full divestiture

– Partial divestiture to 7.5% plus undertaking not to seek or accept 

Board Representation 

● Partial divestiture was the less intrusive and hence 

more proportionate of the two effective remedies.

● We recommended this to the Secretary of State



5. Conclusions

• On assessing the effects of a minority stake:

– Is the focus on strategies that BSkyB can directly influence 

right? Should one consider all competitive strategies as 

potentially influenced by a shareholder who can affect at 

least some important decisions?

– The merger reference test in the UK is based on “material 

influence”, however the literature suggests that the 

(unilateral) behaviour of the acquiring firm might be 

affected by a very small shareholding. Is anything falling 

through the cracks?


